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What is a Discovery Report?

- A customized personality report
- Based on an online assessment
- Extensive feedback
- Practical guidance
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Your Main Tool For:

• Understanding students behavior
• Creating a positive learning environment
• Lowering conflict and stress
• Better results with students
Our Flavor / Approach

- Positive & encouraging
- Address possible areas for growth constructively
- Give practical solutions
- Provide bonus resources
Our Enhanced DISC Model

• DISC is easy to understand using 4 main personality styles
• Our enhanced model identifies 41 specific personality blends
• Feedback based on the levels of all four traits - not just the single highest trait.
• Validation studies including our own consistently support DISC accuracy.

Robert A. Rohm, Ph.D.
Our Content & Technology

- Extensive content gleaned from 20 years of work by Robert A. Rohm, Ph.D.
- Content contributed and cross reviewed by staff members of varied personality styles.
- Content stored in a custom database
- All technology developed and maintained in-house.
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Reports for All Ages

Adult

Teen

Child
Insights for Adults

- Strengths
- Ideal environments
- Priorities in decision-making
- Relating to others
- Better communication
- Performance Keys
- In 4-page, 26-page and 50-page versions
Teens & Young Adults

- Career Insights
- What makes him or her “tick” (am I OK?)
- Priorities (what is important to them)
- Strengths
- Communication style
- Motivational style
- 9-page and 58-page versions
Insights for Kids and Parents

- Basic trends in outgoing & reserved behavior
- Trends in task and people orientation
- Strengths
- Tips on how to be his or her best
- Communication style
- 8-page & 48-page versions
Value-added Bonus Features
(available with every Discovery Report)
Team Charts

• At-a-glance view
• Shows group dynamics
• Helpful for
  – Classroom dynamics
  – Teacher/student style comparisons

“I hope I don’t have to stand up and talk!”
Career Interest Explorer

• Explore career options
• Find careers that fit your personality
• Research careers
• Save and share your favorites list
• Great for teens
Relationship Feedback

11-page report to help two people relate better. Great for teacher & student interaction.